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Today's task is considering the imagery that you

will use on your website. When we say imagery

this could be anything that comes in a picture or

video format. This would include elements of

branding like a company logo as well as photos

or videos to be included on the website.

The logo of the business or organisation tends to

be a key element of the website and will

influence a number of elements as we move

forward. If you already have a logo then that is

awesome. If you don't then please go away and

mock one up for the purpose of this challenge.

You can scribble it on a bit of paper or design it

in canva or photoshop. As long as it is in colour

and you can get a picture of it then you are in

business.

You will also need to start to consider the other

imagery you intend to use across the site. At this

point I would recommend compiling a list of

everything you have available and start to

consider how this might fit together. 
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For the purpose of the home page you will need

to consider exactly which imagery you intend to

use. This will be the focal point of your website

so it is the difference between keeping a visitor

or them leaving the site without reading on.

You will need to think about whether this will be

photos, videos, animations, etc. This will need to

appeal to the visitors in order to hold their

attention. 

If you were building a website for a solicitor you

may use serious, business photos. 

If you were building for a pre-school you may use

light hearted animations.

If you were building for a computer gaming

company you might use videos of game play.

If you were building for a gym you might decide

to use images with vibrant colours to represent

high energy.

You need to refer back to the work you did in

task 1 and understand what the website visitors

will be expecting to see.
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The key imagery on your home page is known as

the hero banner. This is usually the largest image

on your website and is the first image that a

visitor sees when they land on your page.

It is essential that you carefully consider which

imagery you will use for this particular element of

your website. It needs to relate to the customer's

business and jump out and make the visitor want

to stay on the page.
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Post image of logo for your site

Post image you intend to use for hero

banner (main image on the page)

Identify all of the imagery you intend to use on

your website (photos, animations and videos). 

Create and share the logo you are going to

use on you website.

Select  the imagery you intend to use on your

home page.

Select the imagery you intend to use as your

hero banner.

In the comments below the day 2 task post you

should include the following:

1.

2.

Please post this as a photo or image and not

as a PDF.
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